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I believe that we share
this knowledge

I believe that we share
this knowledge

assumed
knowledge

How do you feel
about them?

They are cool!

How do we establish common ground?
Common Ground
We explored that grounding is mutually accepted among participants through
Holistic expressions and suggests that common ground among participants may not
necessarily be formed in a bottom-up way through Analytic expressions.
Bottom-up approach

Start grounding
grounding
success

Pr: Presentation
Ac: Acceptance

Contribution Model
(Clark & Schaefer, 1989)

Grounding Acts Model
(Traum, 1994)

grounding
fail

People communicate
more efficiently and, by
Grice’s Maxims, use
linguistic representations.
(Heller et al., 2012)

People attempt to infer the beliefs of others not
only from linguistic information but also from the
other’s behavior and the context of their actions.
Applying Top-down approach
Tangram Naming Task (TNT)

Annotations for utterance data
Analytic Expression
Speech specifically describes the
individual polygons that make up
the tangram shape and where they
are located in the overall shape.

Holistic Expression

Assuming that a person talks to is a first-time
encounter with another and that there is no
shared experience or knowledge.

Dialogues produce
utterances when using
processing based on an
egocentric perspective.
(Keysar et al., 2000; 2003)

2 participants in 2 separated environments, respectively
The same figure set (6 tangram figures) is shown for each participant pair
Random arrangement and tilt for each tangram figure
Participants are freely allowed to move or rotate the tangram figures on
the monitor screen
• Participants know nothing about the condition of others’ screens
• Participants find and name all 6 tangram figures to which the other
mutually refer only via their voice within 30 minutes
• The experimenter records the participants‘ dialogue (voice) and captures
each participant’s monitor screen (video) ---> data for analysis
•
•
•
•

Same pair cond. (12)
1st TNT
A&B
tangram set
2nd TNT
B&C
tangram set

Different pair cond. (16)

3 sets of tangram figures

1st TNT session
28 sets of dialogue
6,282 utterances
2nd TNT session
Same pair cond.
Different pair cond.
12
1,622
16
2,735

All native Japanese

• People do not necessarily ground themselves in a mutually cooperative dialogue.
• The results provide valuable insights into the cognitive processing of the
composition and the use of common ground in dialogue.
All pairs in 1st TNT

An utterance that subjectively
describes the whole or part of a
whole tangram shape without
mentioning the polygons that
make up the tangram (e.g. “it looks
like,” “it seems”).

Means
All utterances
Holistic
Expression
Analytic
Expression

Same pair cond. in 2nd TNT

Different pair cond. in 2nd TNT

1st TNT
session
224.36
46.86
(20.89%)
24.79
(10.90%)

2nd TNT session
SP cond.
DP cond.
135.17
170.94
28.67
29.38
(21.21%)
(17.19%)
9.34
16.69
(6.90%)
(9.76%)

